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Why You Should Consider Mobile
Video Solutions for Public Buses
A mass transit driver has one primary goal: Transport passengers to and
from their destinations safely. It can be a difficult task when distracted and/
or negligent motorists make up much of the day-to-day traffic.
A mobile video solution helps transportation directors keep its passengers
safe by exonerating drivers and observing behavior.

Why Consider A Mobile Video Solution?

There are several reasons to consider a mobile video solution for a mass
transit vehicle.

Making Safety a Priority

The biggest reason to implement a mobile video solution is to keep everyone safe. Monitor on-board activity and deter crime and vandalism, allowing
drivers to focus on the road. Additionally, see an optional backup camera
view on a monitor while simultaneously recording video to the DVR — all
through one integrated system — to increase safety around your vehicles.

Exonerate Your Driver

The road is filled with distracted motorists and inattentive pedestrians. Without a mobile video system, an accident turns into a he said, she said situation, or you must rely on eyewitnesses to recount the events.
Also, you can get an explanation for harsh movements, such as a hard brake.
Was the driver driving erratically, or did a car cut off the vehicle while trying
to turn at a stoplight?

Protect Drivers From Assaults

Help reduce driver assaults and harassment, and record video evidence of
an incident to absolve your driver of any wrongdoing from a false claim.

Tell the Whole Story

Everyone wants to know the truth, and a mobile video solution shows exactly
what happened inside and outside the vehicle. It can be difficult for mass
transit drivers to remember all the details of an incident exactly as they happened. They have enough to worry about when it comes to keeping their
passengers safe. Cameras can corroborate their story and fill in the blanks
where the details are fuzzy.
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Ensure Driver Accountability with Training Footage

Use real-world situations to train new employees or revisit safety procedures with current employees. Ensure
proper protocols are being implemented and correct unsafe driver behavior. Mobile video solutions help
protect your passengers and drivers to ensure everyone arrives at their destination safely.
About Pro-Vision
Founded in 2003, Pro-Vision is a leading video technology solutions provider trusted by thousands of
organizations in 58 countries. Pro-Vision solutions include vehicle video recording systems, body-worn
cameras, data management and cloud-based storage solutions. Pro-Vision’s transit, law enforcement and
commercial partners utilize these solutions to enhance safety, increase productivity and protect critical assets.
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